
 
FINAL 

* 
Town of Middlebury 
Energy Committee 
Meeting Minutes 

Wednesday, June 20, 2018 
 

Present:  Ross Conrad (Chair), Chris Robbins, Howard Widelitz, Steve Maier, Lindsay Fuentes-
George, Larry Bailey. 
Additional attendees: Jeremy Gildrien 
Absent: John Snyder-White, Hannah Hurlburt, Van Barth 
 
Ross called the Meeting to order at 8:45am. The agenda was amended to include a presentation by 

Jeremy. (Note: all votes are unanimous unless otherwise indicated.) 

Minutes:  

Minutes were approved - Lindsay abstained 

Presentation by Jeremy Gildrien of Vermont Law School:  

Jeremy is working with the Energy Law Clinic. The Town approached the Clinic for help and Jeremy 

has volunteered to research Renewable Energy Options for the Town. 

He expects to meet with Acorn Energy (to support Community Team Members) MOU GrowSolar - 

he is working on what could be done with the $40,000 obtained through the MOU with 

GrowSolar 

Jeremy will be Evaluating Middlebury’s EV Charging and infrastructure and will write up a 

"GreenBank Energy Fund" proposal that will set up a revolving bank for projects and help to 

leverage the money into more than one project. 

Jeremy solicited input from Energy Committee 

Steve - likes the idea of the fund; agrees that Town priorities should be considered first; would not like 

to restrict to a "loan" fund - maybe consider businesses and others that should have access to 

the fund (people may have problems meeting the obligation to repay). Look at more than just 

the Town; also, look to tie in the GrowSolar $40,000 future payments into the "Bank" (maybe 

set a minimum) 

Chris - we need to start smaller ($40,000 will not go far); likes the idea, but not enough to do 

everything; wants to focus on the Energy Audit; not just buildings (look at infrastructure and 

equipment); wants to make sure that there is clarity on how this will affect taxes 

Larry - look at the projects that we have, but also look at microfinancing projects 

Ross - this is not something new, the Committee has been talking about about a fund for some time 

now; 40% of Town’s energy use is due to transportation and we need more EV infrastructure 

(Chris noted that we do have 3 charging stations in town) but need cars too; updating 

equipment in town is the current initiative. 

Jeremey - supporting research shows EV charging is #1 best done at home, and #2 best done at work 

(because of the investment cost of installing a 220 Volt in homes - Green Mountain also has a 

zero-cost (look at site for details) 



Next steps are to have feedback from Jeremy; he will write up a draft to send back to the Energy 

Committee; work up a Bid sheet to standardize the RFP process  

  

Energy Policy Proposal Review 

Ross met with the Department Heads and the primary concern they had was that the cost analysis 

was mandatory. The committee modified the wording of the policy so that it gives the requestor the 

ability to not provide the analysis if they choose. 

The Policy puts the burden to provide the cost analysis on the Vendors. All the Department Head 

has to do is request the information. There was a question as to whether this actually has to go to 

Select Board (this is a procedure not a policy). 

We will present our draft policy to the Infrastructure Committee (Ross is going to speak with 

Heather about putting this on the Agenda for the Infrastructure Committee ). 

Motion to approve the proposed draft policy as amended- Chris moves to approve the "Renewable 

Energy Policy Proposal" and that we will review with the Infrastructure Committee, Larry 

Seconded. 

Energy Audit Update 

Energy Audit reports for both the Police Department and the Teen Center are complete. Howard 

provided feedback that the interior storms in the Police report and the best place to start; 

SMART thermostat would make sense for the cost/return 

Chris asked about the "Wall to Roof" ceiling which is estimated at $6,000 with a payback 13.5 years 

(this was the lowest on the SIR table) 

Ross suggests that we go to the Police Department to make the offer for the investment to get their 

response, as well as their ideas 

Steve - we should make sure that we are tracking the savings, and ask the Department that receives the 

money from the Energy Committee to pay it back through the savings expected from the 

upgrades. 

We need to check with Kathleen to make sure the Department Heads can allocate our budget to them  

Larry and Chris to check with Kathleen if the plan is ok, then meet with Police and Rec on the 

proposal 

Net Metering 

Acorn Energy trying to close on the 500kW project on the roof of the Foster Brothers barn roof.  Is 

the town limited to 500kW?  

The Town may be able to set up different accounts if we have not already in order to take full 

advantage of net metering opportunities. 

  

Committee Members Update 



Chris - BIoMass article sent out for review and things should be considered, should the Energy 

committee should be reviewing ways to leverage local biomass sources (grass) 

Climate initiative analysis done, but not sure about coordinating a Public-Facing site so that the new 

heating degree days to line up with Energy Usage 

Larry - brought up the information about EV’s  - Reach out for the State Representatives to more 

information and coordinate with Steve on what he knows  

Lindsay - where are we on the Library project update, unknown what is needed at this time; but we 

should stay in touch with the process to make sure that we do not miss an opportunity to be 

involved; Ross will try to stay in touch with the project to bring back information to the 

Energy Committee; Ross will meet with Dana to make sure it is known that the Energy 

Committee is here to help with decisions. 

  

Agenda for next meeting – proposed agenda was reviewed 

  

Move to adjourn 

Lindsay motioned, Larry second 

All approved to adjourn at 10:15am 

 


